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Abstract 
Osteoarthritis (OA) is a non-inflammatory progressive degenerative disorder of weight bearing joint. 
Changes in foot posture may cause increased mechanical rotational stress on the knee joint and may alter 
alignment and dynamic function of lower limb. To understand the effect of foot orthosis and footwear 
modification as a non-operative treatment and to identify patients who are most likely to benefit from it, 
greater knowledge of foot structure in this population is required to find altered foot posture in medial and 
lateral compartment OA knee using Navicular Drop Test (NDT) and Arch Index (AI). A cross sectional 
study done on 100 Osteoarthritis patients diagnosed with ACR clinically diagnostic criteria. Patients were 
evaluated using NDT and AI. NDT: Using a rigid ruler the height of navicular tuberosity in neutral talus 
position and relaxed standing position was measured. AI: A foot print was taken on graph paper and 
divided into 3 equal parts A (anterior), B(middle), C(posterior). The results showed that 64% had medial 
compartmental OA knee and 36% had lateral compartmental OA knee. Out of total population patient 
showed equal amount of pronation and supination i.e. 36%, while 28% having no alteration in foot posture. 
Medial compartment had 19.20% pronated foot due to knee adduction moment arm. 28.12% had supinated 
foot in order to decrease load on lateral compartment and to delay further degenerative process. The study 
concluded that medial compartment OA and lateral compartment OA showed more pronated and supinated 
foot type respectively. 

Key words: Osteoarthritis (OA), Navicular Drop Test (NDT), Arch Index (AI), pronation of foot, 
supination of foot. 

Introduction 

Osteoarthritis (OA) also known as degenerative 
arthritis or degenerative joint disease or osteoarthrosis, 
is a group of mechanical abnormalities involving 
degradation of joints, including not only articular 
cartilage but also the synovium, capsule, bone and 
ligaments leading to subchondral bone attrition 
and remodeling, meniscal degeneration, ligamentous 
laxity, fat pad extrusion, and impairments of 
neuromuscular control [1]. It is a common painful 
and chronic condition that affects a large proportion 
of the older population which may decrease 
physical activity may interfere with the daily-life 

activities of patients with knee OA, thereby increasing 
their disability and economic burden. Osteoarthritis 
is divided into two types: Primary OA: when the 
etiology is natural wear and tear with aging or 
overuse or obesity. Secondary OA: Due to infection, 
any trauma, mechanical, metabolic disorders, 
congenital abnormalities [1]. 

In osteoarthritis, there occurs a loss of ground 
substances of the cartilage, which results in 
disturbance of dissipation of the stresses. The 
collagen fibres are therefore, subjected to excessive 
stresses and strains leading to their rupture. The 
cartilage develops fissures, gets eroded and exposes 
the underlying subchondral bone. Micro-fractures 
of trabeculae develop in subchondral bone. 
Resorption of these micro-fracture results  
in subchondral cyst formation, a characteristic 
radiographic features of osteoarthritis. There 
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develops inflammatory synovitis, new bone and 
cartilage outgrowths at the margins of the particular 
cartilage, seen as osteophytes on radiographs. Pain 
is the main presenting symptom. Initially the pain 
occurs during or after weight-bearing activity, or at 
the end of the day. Later on, it becomes continuous, 
occurring even at rest. The joint becomes swollen 
due to synovitis [1]. Stiffness gradually sets in; 
following sever pain and capsular contractures.  
In later stage of the disease, the joint becomes 
deformed which may cause by ligamentous instability, 
capsular contracture or muscle imbalance. Crepitus 
is felt on the joint movement. In Late stages of the 
disease, loose bodies develop in the joint, which 
may cause recurrent joint effusion, pain, swelling 
and locking of the joint. 

It is a non-inflammatory progressive degenerative 
disorder of weight bearing joint; commonly involving 
knee joint is, characterized by progressive deterioration 
of the articular cartilage and formation of osteophytes. 
Knee OA may in part be due to excessive loading 
of the articular cartilage during walking as the 
forces transmitted across the knee joint. 

The medial compartment of a normal knee 
joint bears approximately 70% of body weight 
whereas the lateral compartment bears the 
remaining weight. This is a result of the trajectory 
of the ground reaction force (GRF) vector at the 
knee joint. The GRF trajectory passes medially 
and posterior to the knee joint. Any degenerative 
changes in knee OA leads to shifting of this knee 
adduction moment to that particular compartment 
which is directly correlated with joint space 
narrowing, joint capsule loosening and levels of 
pain and functional limitation. In order to 
overcome the sensation of joint instability, the 
muscles surrounding the respective compartment 
of the knee adopt a bracing mechanism by which 
they contract as a whole to stabilize that aspect of 
the knee joint. This bracing also increases the 
loads in the compartment [2]. 

A Pescavus or hollow foot or supinated foot is 
a foot posture in which the longitudinal arches are 
accentuated and the metatarsal heads are lower in 
relation to the hindfoot so that there is a dropping of 
the forefoot on the hindfoot at the trasometatarsal 
joints. The soft tissues of the sole of the foot are 
abnormally short, which gives the foot a short 

ended appearance. This type of deformity leads to 
rigid foot with the little ability to absorb the shock 
and adapt to stress. People with this deformity 
have difficulty doing repetitive stress activity. 

A Pes planus or flatfoot or pronated foot is a 
foot posture in which the calcaneus goes in valgus 
position, whereas the metatarsal region is in 
pronation. The talus face medially and downward, 
and the navicular is displaced dorsally and 
laterally on the talus. They are accompanying soft-
tissue contracture and bony changes. Foot posture 
has long been considered to contribute to the 
development of a range of lower limb musculo 
skeletal conditions as it may alter the mechanical 
alignment and dynamic function of the lower limb 
during most weight bearing activities [3]. Change 
in foot posture may cause increased mechanical 
rotational stress on the knee joint and the higher 
degree of knee OA may also affect foot motion 
during walking which may lead to a compensatory 
response to allow typical function of the foot 
during ambulation and accelerates the degenerative 
changes at the knee joint. 

Methodology 

A Cross sectional study was done on 100 males 
and females who were clinically diagnosed  
as unilateral OA knee patients according to  ACR 
clinical diagnostic criteria were selected by purposive 
sampling from Bahusaheb Sardesai Rural Hospital’s 
OPD [9]. 

Exclusion Criteria: Traumatic foot injury, 
Oedematous limb, Infective conditions of lower 
limb, Rheumatoid arthritis, Any other bone disease 
or tumours, Individuals with BMI>29.5 [10]. 
Graph Paper, Rigid Ruler, Ink, Pen, Weighing 
Machine, Consent Forms were used. Ethical approval 
was taken from ethical committee. Informed written 
consent was taken. All subjects with inclusion criteria 
were selected. The ACR clinical classification 
criteria for osteoarthritis of knee; using history and 
examination were as follow: 
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